The mysterious visitor
Heading home
Emily is really excited today, overflowing with happiness and with good reason as she
hasn't been home for three years. This brilliant medical student finished her semester
and is packing for home. Although she hasn't been back to the farm for some time she
keeps in contact with her family.
Here on campus everyone is seen walking around with backpacks or a travelling
suitcase. The packing needs to occur rather quickly because of the bus that Emily
needs to get onto for her journey.
She grabs some of her essential things to pack as well as a few pieces of clothing. It is
neatly placed in the travelling suitcase. She is ready to go and in the meantime feeling
butterflies in her stomach. Her longtime boyfriend will be giving her a lift to the bus
terminal. She met Mark on campus in her first year of university.
Emily walks with a fast pace from the building where she stays and greets some
students passing by. She knows a lot of students here and for her it is like a second
home away from home. Walking through the luscious trees and passing green lawns
she notices Mark sitting in his yellow Jeep with a smile on his face.
As she approaches he jumps out to open the back door of the vehicle. She runs into his
arms and he hugs her tight kissing her on the cheek.
Mark: "Well are you prepared for the long journey back home Em?"
He knows she has been talking about it forever but needs to ask.
Emily "Yes sure can't wait to see my family again" She is very close to her family and an
only child. Because of that she is very fond of animals and the farm where she grew up.
After loading her bags both get into the jeep and speed off.
Travelling a short distance Mark wants to know: "Are you going to miss me?"
Emily: "Of course Mark you know that you are very special to me"
Mark: "It's good to hear; just making sure" having a friendly expression on his face. He
knows that they are just playing with words. Both of them are really fond of each other.
Driving from the campus grounds they pass over a river that divides the university from
the highways that lead to the city. Mark steps on the gas pedal and Emily can feel the
fresh air blowing through her red hair. She closes her eyes and experiences the sun
slightly burning her tanned skin.
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They have been travelling for twenty minutes now and the city is starting to come into
view; skyscrapers filling the skyline ahead. Emily hasn't told her parents that she is on
her way to visit. She would like to surprise them. Driving into the city the reality of traffic,
people and noise awakens Emily's relaxed state of mind. It is just a few blocks to the
bus terminal and Emily looks with a slight twist of her head towards Mark that is busy
driving. She knows that she is going to miss him more than she‟s leading on.
The yellow jeep is approaching the last road that leads to the terminal. Mark makes a
quick right turn and parks. There is a silence and both stare in front of them.
Mark: "Well Em this is it"
Emily has never been good with goodbyes.
She flips her head a way from Mark and gets teary eyed. They get out of the jeep. Mark
opens the back door and unloads the baggage. They start walking towards the bus that
is boarded by some passengers. Emily grabs Mark's hand and squeezes it tightly. After
the bus operator has loaded all the passengers‟ bags and cases it is time for the final
goodbye.
Emily turns towards Mark and lunges forward and grabs him around the neck. He pulls
her near, hugs her and kisses her passionately for a while. They look deep into each
other‟s eyes and Emily starts walking to the door of the bus, and slowly let go of his
hand.
Emily makes her way into the bus and takes her seat that is at the window. She looks
down at Mark and puts her hand on the window to act as a goodbye gesture. The bus
slowly pulls away and Mark thinks to himself that Emily is the best thing that has ever
happened to him.
The bus is slowly disappearing between all the cars and trucks that are around. Mark
walks to his jeep jumps in and starts the vehicle. Making a U-turn he is heading back to
the varsity to pack his own stuff before leaving in a few days. He will be heading to the
coast a few thousand miles from where Emily is going,
The journey
The bus has left the city behind and Emily settled in by leaning her head against the
window. The interstate bus is not fully occupied with passengers so Emily is sitting next
to an open seat. There is no one to speak to. While looking outside she can see the
beautiful landscape passing by; green valleys and rolling hills in the distance. It‟s a
bright blue-sky day. The landscape that the bus is heading towards is nothing like the
area that she is traveling to.
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Her home is made up of miles of patches of cornfields as far as the eye can see. She
will be travelling through the night to reach her destination.
As the night sky starts to grow darker Emily reaches for a sandwich in her backpack.
Finished eating and drinking some water she makes herself as comfortable as possible.
By closing her eyes, she can hear the bus motor running at a constant speed. There is
no movement on the bus at this time and everyone wants to sleep a bit. Mark comes
into her thoughts and she thinks of everything that has happened during the day. She
drifts away and falls asleep. The bus is travelling in darkness up and down through
passes and valleys.
Emily is awakened by the sound of the bus coming to a halt at a filling station. The bus
operator is refueling the bus. The sun is slowly emerging behind a huge nearby
mountain. Considering the sleeping conditions on the bus Emily is well rested. She
knows from now on the valleys and trees will become a distant memory as the bus is on
its way to the countryside. Although the journey will continue into the afternoon, Emily is
wide awake and looks around to see what the others are up to. Some people are still
asleep or in a slumber. It is still a long way to travel, but Emily can feel the excitement
building up in her. The bus is not destined to pass by Emily's farm but is going straight
to the terminal in town which is situated approximately thirty miles from the farm.
After some hours travelling one can finally see the town that Emily knows so well,
approaching. Through the years not much has really changed back here. Emily almost
knows the whole community that lives in the town. The bus approaches the terminal and
slowly parks. The engine is switched off and a silence is felt by everyone. Slowly the
passengers slowly gather their hand luggage. Emily also gets her belongings and falls
into a queue and waits to exit the bus. When stepping off the bus a sudden heat wave
hits Emily from the front. It certainly is summer in this part of the world.
Emily doesn't really have a plan to get to the farm yet. She is counting on a ride along
with someone she knows from town. After collecting the bigger pieces of her baggage
from the bus she starts walking towards some of the shops in town. She is happy to not
have made this journey on a Sunday; one would be entering a ghost town.
Arriving home
The long journey has by now slightly tired her. She walks to Jim Doyle's general
wholesale shop that supplies the local farming community with most of their needs. She
enters the shop and walks to the counter. Jim is nowhere to be seen and she is met by
an assistant.
Assistant: "Hi can I help you?"
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Emily: “Yes is Jim here?"
Assistant: "Sure I will go and call him for you"
Emily:" Thank you"
After a few minutes an old man that struggles to walk appears around the corner. When
he sees Emily, Jims face lit up.
Jim: “My goodness Em is that you?"
Emily: "Yes Jim it's me Emily"
Jim: "Good to see you after all this time"
Emily: "Yes it has been a while, I came back to visit my parents"
Jim:" They are going to be very surprised"
Emily: “That is the idea"
Jim: “How are you going to get to the farm?"
Emily: "Well I was hoping to..."
Jim: “Wait dear I might be able help you"
Emily "Okay"
Jim: “Bill came to town to buy some logs for the extra barn he is building. I think he is
going to leave sometime soon. You can catch a ride with him"
Emily:" That will be great Jim"
Jim reaches for the old style telephone on the counter. He makes a call to Bill, asks him
for the favor and ends the conversation.
Jim:" All done, Bill will be leaving in 10 minutes."
Bill is a good friend of Emily's parents and a neighboring farmer.
He also knows Emily very well.
Jim:" Are you sure you don't want to buy some chickens before leaving" slightly
laughing
Emily knows why he is asking this question. When she was little Jim gave her some
chickens to raise. The chicken raising didn't go to well because of the family cat that
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intervened in the process.
Emily just laughs "No thanks I am not good with chickens"
Jim: “Em I am just fooling around"
Emily:" Yes I know Jim" Emily blushed a bit.
Jim: “Well dear you need to meet Bill to catch that lift"
Emily "Thanks Jim for everything I will be seeing you"
Jim: “Take care Em"
Emily turns around and walks out of the shop.
Jim is an old man being in his eighties he still runs his own business. His wife, Molly
passed a few years ago. Jim decided not to sell the shop but to stay busy instead. Most,
if not all of the farmers in the area knows Jim.

Emily recognizes Bill standing near his pickup loading the logs. Bill sees her and
approaches Emily.
Bill: “Hi, Em glad to see you"
Emily:" Hallo Bill long time since I have been here"
Bill: “Yes you are like a stranger"
Emily: “Yes varsity is far off"
Bill: “Well we have to get going, you can put your bags in the cab"
They both get into the truck and head to the farm. On the way Bill tells Emily everything
that has been going on in the farming community while she was absent. Finally, they
reach the farm gate that is a few yards from the road that passes the farm.

Emily thanks Bill gets her belongings. She gets out waves at Bill and he drives off.
Emily walks to the large heavy gate and slowly opens it. After closing it she starts
walking towards the farm house that is 700 yards away. She is finally home a place that
she knows very well. Many days have she stood at the gate waiting for the school bus
to pick her up. That was back in the day and feels like a far off memory.
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On both sides of the path large trees form a kind of a channel to the property.
While carrying her bags and suitcase a slight breeze moves through the trees and the
sky is partly cloudy.
Walking she thinks back to all the games she played by herself her on the farm. She
had a wonderful childhood while growing up.
Her father was part of her first driving lesson using this long driveway. Continuing on
she knows that her parents might not be at home.

Her father travels a lot for business purposes. He usually lets her mother join him on
those business trips. Emily‟s father Eric doesn't need to live from the land like in the
past. The family just live here on the farm because they love the lifestyle and the city
just won't do. Half way up the driveway on the right hand side a neighboring farmer‟s
cornfield starts. This huge patch of cornfield is almost due for harvest. The corn plants
are standing exceedingly tall. You are not able to see the neighboring farmer‟s house
that is about two miles away.
Emily reaches the porch of the house that is elevated by three steps. She stands in front
of the large wooden front door. The door is in the middle of two even larger windows.
Emily rings the bell to find out if someone is home. After five minutes of waiting and
ringing the bell numerous times it is evident that nobody's home.
Emily steps off the porch and moves to the front garden. She feels underneath a
particular stone for the spare keys of the house. She finds the keys, unlocks the door
and walks inside. She puts down all her belongings on the wooden floor closes and
locks the door.
The visitor
There is an overwhelming silence that follows while standing still staring past the two
rooms. If one passes the two large rooms a huge open plan TV entertainment area
open up and behind it an oak style kitchen. Situated next to the kitchen entrance a
stairway with wooden floor boards are located. It is a bit dark in the house because
some of the curtains are closed. After briefly pausing and looking at her surroundings
Emily walks to the kitchen. There she opens the fridge pours herself a glass of bottled
water. While drinking the water she walks up the stairs. On the second floor there are
four bedrooms. The second room on the left from the stairs was her bedroom. She
looks down the passage seeing the main bedroom at the end far from the staircase.
On the right side a full large bathroom is situated and another bedroom further down the
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passage. Emily walks down the passage and with a sharp left turn enters her bedroom.
She notices that everything in the room is neatly packed away and in place. There is a
door in her bedroom that leads to a small balcony. She unlocks the door and goes
outside - Emily‟s room is the only room in the house with a balcony. She can clearly see
the roof of the neighboring farmer‟s home in the distance, far on the other side of the
cornfield.
She stares over the large patch of cornfield for a few minutes. The cornfield also covers
a large part way past Emily's house to the back. To the back of the farmland there are
approximately thirty large trees on a small hill a mile away.
It is between the trees where her dad used to keep bees for honey. Emily doesn't know
if there are any bees still buzzing around their man-made hives anymore.
Emily closes the balcony door and locks it. She visits every room on the level to make
sure all the windows are properly closed.

The windows are closed because when she stood on the balcony she saw that the
weather was changing. Dark clouds were building up in the direction of the trees on the
hill. Usually when this happens a storm is on the way. The family has experienced
numerous thunder storms throughout the years.

Emily returns to the staircase and proceeds to the top floor of the house. This area is
just one large open space with no ceiling giving the impression that the room is bigger
than it actually is. The room is furnished with entertainment equipment and couches that
provides ample seating. The room is purposely arranged in this way to provide
accommodation for when extended family would come and visit for a few days.

After her tour through the property Emily fetches her belongings and packs it away. She
goes and sits in the TV room on one of the leather couches. It‟s becoming even darker
outside as the storm is approaching. It is also late afternoon and dusk is starting to set
in. Emily switches on the television and flips through the channels. After finding a
channel that is about wild live in Alaska, she gets up and walks to the kitchen. In the
freezer she finds a ready meal and microwave's it. Returning to the couch with a bowl
and a glass of water she starts her dinner. While eating, she intently watches the
program on the TV and finds it very interesting. Finished eating, she lies her head on
the arm support of the couch. She feels totally relaxed and tired from traveling.
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She suddenly remembered to text Mark to let him know that she is safe and sound.
There are no lights on in the house just the TV images flashing in the dark room. The
storm is really in full swing now. The small trees and plants outside the room scratches
and sway from side to side in the rain driven by the strong wind.

Emily is lying still on the coach and drifts away. She is fast asleep and unaware of the
severity of the weather outside. A few hours have passed by and Emily is still in
dreamland. With a loud thumping sound Emily is awakened. She sits up on the couch
and is still sleepy but alert. She cannot figure out what she just heard. After a while she
imagined it must have come from the front door. She takes a look at her phone and it is
1:36am. She has also realized that the TV is switched off. „The weather could have
tripped the power‟ she thinks to herself.

She slowly leans to her left while sitting on the coach. She looks passed the wall that
blocks the view of the front door. The door is fitted with multiple small windows. Faint
light passes through it and is reflected on the wooden floor. The front door is far from
where Emily is sitting. Her eyes are fixed on the door and trying to see if something is
out of place. Maybe it's just one of the pot plants that fell over onto the porch blown over
by the wind. Emily stares at the front door and is about to lean right to her sitting
position when the faint light shining through the windows disappears and a split second
later the faint light reappears through the small windows.

Someone or something has passed by the door. Is she dreaming or is this reality? She
feels terrified and a cold feeling passes through her body. Emily is thinking a thousand
things at once. For totally blocking the light of the windows of the front door that
someone must be huge. No one is supposed to be here at this hour.
Who could it be...?
What is she going to do...?
The thoughts just keep bombarding her mind.
She thinks quickly and glides fast and silently off the couch towards the kitchen. She
crawls on her stomach and listens for any other unfamiliar sounds. All she can hear is
the wind and rain against the windows surrounding her. She reaches the kitchen and
opens the top drawer next to the fridge. It‟s almost totally dark but the faint light that is
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emitted through the windows in the house makes it slightly easier to find ones way. She
finds a large knife that her mother always uses to cut the turkey with. She slowly returns
to the couch watching the front door with all of her attention.

After a while she decides to crawl to the door for further investigation. She is about 5
yards from the door. With a sudden loud breaking sound one of the small windows is
broken and shattered. A large hand covered with a glove appears. The glass splinters
and falls next to her head.
Emily is totally beside herself at this moment. The forearm is now visible and the hand is
searching for the key in the door. Throughout Emily's whole live she has never hurt
anything or anyone. Also being a medical student she is committed to help and save
people. With everything going on in front of her she realizes that she has to do
something and quickly. Her athletic ability is going to be tested. Without hesitation Emily
jumps up and runs to the door with the knife in her hand. With one brief movement
Emily lifts the sharp object and stabs as hard as she can the intruder in the forearm.

Emily is now in total shock drops the knife and starts running towards the kitchen. Never
in her wildest dreams has she imagined that she would do something like this.
Meanwhile the intruder has retracted his arm from the window. Emily‟s adrenaline is
pumping and she can feel her heart beating in her chest. She is now at the bottom of
the staircase and slowly climbing step by step while watching the front door.

Escape plan

Emily is expecting something to happen now that the intruder has been wounded. In her
mind the intruder may try to enter the house somewhere else. Half way up the stairs she
is hidden from anyone who would be at the front door. The light at the door is suddenly
blocked. Her worst nightmare has come true. The intruder is back there. After the light is
no more visible it is followed by a loud crashing sound. Something heavily breaks
through the door where the lock is situated. In a blink of an eye the door swings open.

Em is now frantic but still in her current position on the stairs. She can make out the
porch that is extended from the house. Like a movie almost happening in slow motion a
large figure steps into the house past the door opening. Em is trying to see more detail
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of the stranger. The stranger is estimated to be about 7 feet tall. Standing there with a
long jacket, pointy shoes and a gangster style hat. In his right hand a large axe. His face
is covered with a material like a mask. The man isn't properly visible because of the
faint light reflecting from the outside to the inside causing a darkened image.

The intruder slowly bends and picks up the knife. Em decides not to hang around any
longer and continues to move up the stairs as silently as possible. The only problem
with these farm houses is that most wooden floors squeak and moan when walking on
them. Emily reaches the first floor and the dimmed light coming from the rooms barely
displays the passage. But Emily knows every nook and cranny of the house. A plan to
escape from this monster needs to be formulated quickly. She starts to crawl quickly
and carefully towards her room.

To hide in a room or cupboard is not an option. Unfortunately, the house isn't equipped
with a secret basement of some sort. In this extreme tense situation Emily thinks of her
parents and Mark. If only they were here to help her. But the outcome of this ordeal
rests wholly and solely on her decision-making ability.
To go to the top floor of the property is also not a good idea and a dead end in these
extreme circumstances. Emily reaches her room and swings her body left towards her
room while crawling on her belly. She has decided to crawl to her room to spread her
body weight evenly not to make a noise. Her head is now inside the room and her body
in the passage. She stops and listens if she can hear anything. She hears the intruder
walking around with heavy footsteps in the vicinity of the TV room.

With a sudden movement Em jumps up putting most of her weight on her lower body
that is technically still outside her room. A loud cracking sound is generated from where
she is located. Her heart sank suddenly when she realized what has just happened. The
stranger might now have a good idea where she is. She dashed past her bed to the
balcony door. Her whole body is so tense that she struggles to unlock it. Finally gets a
grip on the handle and key. With one movement the key is turned and handle forced
down to open the door.

The intruder can appear at any moment. The door isn't opened all the way to prevent
the wind and rain from making a noise to attract unnecessary attention. Before she
opened the door she removed the key from the door. Therefore, Emily has the key in
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hand. She slips out, closes the door and locks it from the outside. This all happened in a
matter of a few seconds and silently as possible. By exiting the house, she hopes that
she would not be found.
She is almost soaking wet of the pouring rain driven by strong howling winds. Emily
crawls from the balcony door in the direction of the front of the house. She lies on her
side with her face towards the wall underneath the window sill. If the intruder comes this
way she hopes that she is not spotted. The water slams wave after wave against her
body and back of her head. She is on the cement floor of the balcony in a puddle of
water. Emily is only waiting and wondering what may happen.
The stranger climbs the staircase to the first floor. He proceeds slowly down the dark
passage with caution. He looks into every room swiftly and ends up in the main
bedroom at the end of the passage. He turns around and walks back to the stairs. By
passing Emily's room the white balcony door catches his eye. There are also windows
in the door but it is much smaller than those at the front door. Emily is hoping that the
intruder went to the top floor.
The large figure enters Emily's room and walks around the bed to the balcony door. He
forces the handle down but the door is locked. She hears the noise of the handle and
lies dead still. The man moves to the window and looks out. He doesn't notice Emily
who is lying just outside. He stares into the darkness for a few seconds and returns to
the passage that leads to the staircase. The intruder figures that the person that
stabbed him should be on the next floor. He slowly moves up the stairs carefully not
knowing what to expect. For he knows he might be met by a shot gun. He reaches the
large room and enters. Meanwhile Em has gathered the courage to lift herself up to look
into the window of her room. There is nobody there and she feels a little relieved. After
having a peek Em climbs over the railing lower herself and hangs from the balcony. She
has to let go soon and luckily there is a piece of lawn beneath her surrounded by a large
variety of plants.

The stranger has covered approximately half of the room‟s length passing a pool table
and couches. He is moving towards the end of the room where there are two cabinets.
One of the cabinets is stacked with certificates and awards that Emily has achieved
throughout the years. This include academic as well as sports achievements. A large
window faces the gate and channeled trees. Some light falling on the cabinet makes it
slightly visible and tells of Emily‟s records that she broke whilst at school. She was the
fastest girl in her school in her final year.
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Emily lets go of the balcony and lands with her feet first and is thrown to the ground
landing on her back. She can feel the pain running through her feet towards her legs. By
laying there for a moment she assesses if she hasn't broken or sprained anything. After
getting up she determines that she is not really hurt.
The weather is still bad but the moonlight is breaking through the high floating clouds.
This helps to distinguish where everything outside is positioned. She now moves with
her body against the wall towards the front of the house. Quite a distance has to be
covered before reaching the outside wall of the large front room. Eventually the corner
is reached and Emily looks around it and sees the porch. She is also amazed to notice
a huge black vehicle with long tail lights parked in front of the house.
How could she have missed a vehicle driving onto the property? It must have been the
storm dampened any other sound and also the fact that she was fast asleep and
unaware of anything happening outside.

Emily decides to dash towards the cornfield on her left. She doesn't run straight into it
but parallel with the outer border of the field at first. The reason being that their
neighbors‟ farm house is more in that direction. Busy running Emily looks back to the
house. At that moment the clouds broke and the moonlight shines on the front elevation
on the house. She sees the stranger standing on the second floor in the large room at
the window. She thinks that he may have seen her running. The man did see her and
her assumption is correct.

The intruder pauses for a while to determine where Emily could enter the cornfield. Just
as she is about to enter the cornfield, the man turns around and starts running as fast
as he can. Emily makes way through the corn by stretching her arms in front of her and
brushing away the corn plants. She runs as fast as she possibly can, assuming that the
man might follow. The man exits the house and runs towards his vehicle. He thinks that
he can drive through the cornfield but quickly realizes that the car will go nowhere
because of all the mud. He breaks away from the car and runs directly into the cornfield.
He isn't running parallel like Emily did. He enters the field from directly left of the house.
His tactic is to run until he crosses Emily's path and then try to follow her.

In the meantime, the weather has cleared and there is more visibility in the cornfield.
Emily knows that it is still a long way to the edge of the field. Emily has been running for
an hour now. She runs with all her strength to get help. While on her way some corn
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leaves latches onto her foot and she flies through the air; falling with her face first into
the mud. She lies still and listens for any noises. All she hears is the top leaves swaying
in the light breeze. She thinks of her family and the mess that she is in. But she needs
to keep going to try and reach safety.

The man following her is alternating running and walking. When he is walking he listens
for any sounds nearby and far. Emily thinks that she is close to the clearing of the
cornfield where the farm house is situated. She is not there yet. While finding her way
through the field she is suddenly alarmed by a crackling sound of corn braking. She
immediately halts and lowers herself to the ground. The sound comes from ten yards to
her left. The sound becomes louder as the corn plants break.

She holds her breath as the sound is edging even closer in her direction. She can only
hope and pray that she is not discovered. With no warning a large silhouette appears
about 5 yards in front of her. She is terrified and puts her hand over her mouth not to
scream or make a sound. The man hasn't seen her but she can see him standing with
his back towards her. She is frozen on the spot and he is standing still to listen for
anything that moves. Surprisingly he doesn't turn around continuously swinging the axe
forwards and backwards.
If Emily would have travelled ten yards further he would have crossed her path in the
cornfield. That could have been disastrous for Em.

The paused situation feels like an eternity for her waiting on her hind heels for
something to happen. She is unaware that the edge of the field is only forty yards away.
Past the edge of the field a clearing opens up that would reveal the farmers home which
is a hundred yards from the field.

The stranger suddenly moves forward with a giant leap continuing in his set direction.
Passing in front of Emily and moving to her right hand side. The man disappears in the
tall cornfield. Emily listens intently for a while. The sound of corn plants breaking
becomes distant and after a while nothing can be heard. She slowly gets up and moves
forward. Not really knowing where she is heading, she moves on. Eventually the edge
of the cornfield is reached revealing the open clearing. The moon light paints the
structure far off in the distance. It is dark but visible. She made it; or did she?
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Emily slowly goes down on her belly and carefully slips her head out of the cornfield. On
her right about two hundred and fifty yards away she spots the stranger. He is smoking.
The small almost invisible red and orange light brightens and dims after fading totally. Is
she going to wait it out for the man to return to the cornfield or is she going to make a
run for it? She makes her mind up. It‟s now or never. With all the energy left in her body
she leaps from the field and starts running. She wasn't the fastest girl in her school for
nothing in her final year.

With a quick glance she looks back in the direction of the stranger. He has started
running and is heading towards her. She is almost at the neighbor‟s house and leaps
onto the porch. The man is approximately a hundred and fifty yards away at this
moment. She bangs on the door with extreme urgency and shouts." Please help me,
somebody please help me!"
The man is approaching fast and only 50 yards from the porch. Suddenly the outside
light goes on. Someone stares past the curtain through the window. Meanwhile the man
has stopped running and is waiting to see what is happening. The stranger is only
twenty yards from the red haired student at this point in time. The door is opened by an
elderly lady. Emily lunges her forward almost knocking Mrs. Sally of her feet at the
same time slamming the door behind her and locking it. She has found refuge.

Telling her story

Emily is experiencing great emotion at this stage and starts to cry. She apologizes to
Mrs. Sally for almost knocking her over. At the same time her husband Mr. Flint has
also appeared in the room with a shot gun. They recognize Emily and want to know
what is going on. Emily catches her breath and explains everything to them. After
learning about her ordeal Mr. Flint flings the front door open and goes outside. He
shouts with a loud voice "Your scoundrel show yourself and I will shoot you to pieces!"
Fortunately the family knows Emily well as she actually grew up in front of them. After
Emily cleaned herself up, had a warm glass of milk, Mrs. Sally shows her to a guest
room with a bed. Em is wondering where the man went and if he is not lurking around
the house. Mr. Flint has found a strategic place in the house where he sits with the gun.
He is listening for any strange activity. Emily calmed down and woke up in the late
morning. The sky has cleared and it is a beautiful clear day.
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Mr. Flint has already phoned the local sheriff's department in town. They are on their
way to Emily‟s home. Emily wants to meet the police there to explain everything that
took place.

Fortunately, through the whole nightmare Emily has kept her cell phone with her. While
Mr. Flint and Emily drive to the farm she phones her parents and Mark. Her parents are
shocked and promises to get on the first plane back from Europe. Em is still emotional
but assures them that she is fine and in good hands. Mark also wants to travel to Emily
but she convinces him not to make the long journey. After meeting the cops at the
house they start to do a full investigation. Forensic specialists are also on the scene to
try and find DNA of the intruder. They find the knife in the kitchen and blood droplets
from the front door throughout the house. The knife is put in a plastic bag for further
investigation. A blood sample is also obtained from the scene. The authorities hope that
the intruder has left some finger prints on the knife because the knife has a metal
handle. The house is also filthy of all the muddy foot prints that the invader left inside
the house.

After all was said and done, the police left and promised to do everything to catch the
man. Emily stayed behind and started to clean the house. Mr. Flint went back to the
farm to fetch some timber to nail the front door shut. A few days passed and Em's
parents arrived back home. Her parents expressed their gratitude to their neighbors for
helping Em.

As the days passed everything on the farm returned to normal. Em's father bought three
dogs to roam around the farm. He also installed a security system to alert the family
when someone is at the gate. A few weeks passed and Emily went back to the
university to further her studies and her relationship with Mark. She decided to put the
nightmare behind her but would like to know the invader was and why he visited her
home.

Emily the doctor

For Emily the medical field is her passion. She has always been interested in helping
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people. Mark on the other hand is a practical minded person. He is studying civil
engineering. Both of them have two to three years left to finish their education. After this
time both of them graduated; Emily as a doctor and Mark achieved a degree in
engineering. For practical reasons they moved to the city to find jobs and to further their
careers in their different fields.

Emily loco med at the general hospital not far from the bus terminal where Mark
dropped her of years earlier. Another two years went by and Mark and Emily wed.

Em has now become a total suburbanite after growing used to the lifestyle in the city.
But her heart will always be in the farm. Nothing strange on the farm happened since
the incident that night. Her parents have been given caring support from the farming
community and they still help them in any way.

Because of Emily's demanding job she works long hours and is not at home much. For
that reason, Mark is the one who has to keep the household going. He knew
beforehand what life would be before marring Emily. By working with emergency
casualties she treated a varied number of sick and injured people. This has given her
tremendous experience in making the correct decision in an emergency situation. She
can't imagine working in any other environment.

Emily sometimes wonders why the criminal got away. There were finger prints obtained
after examining the knife. A mix-up in the finger prints database led the police in
arresting the wrong person a few months after the incident on the farm. Emily was
called to the police station to identify the person. It was not to be; the man was nothing
like the man Em saw that night. The man in captivity was short and small in stature.
Time passed and the case grew stale. A blood DNA sample can also be used to identify
the true criminal but he first need to be in custody for it to happen.
But Em doesn't have time to ponder about the past. Today her shift ends early for a
change and Mark is taking her to dinner tonight. Em packs up and says goodbye to the
nurses and leaves the building. It is already late afternoon. She gets to her vehicle and
drives from the third level of the parking garage to the lower levels. She finally exits the
garage and is met by traffic noise and people all heading home.
The couple bought a house just outside of the city in a quiet neighborhood. The radio is
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on while Em is driving. She loves music and some tunes remind her of her childhood
and campus days. Sounds of yester year are regularly played on the station. If a rock
song is played with drums and bass Emily looks like a crazy person behind the wheel.
She taps her hand on the steering wheel and swings her head in all directions. One
would imagine that it is a way for Emily to relax and to think about nothing.

To reach her home she still needs to travel about 15 minutes. Suddenly a vehicle
changes lanes and passes right before her car almost crashing into her. Luckily she
noticed the car in time and swirled left to avoid an accident. She is enraged throwing her
hands in the air and uttering some harsh words at the other driver. The driver hasn't
observed Emily's behavior and continues to drive in front of her. The radio is switched
off for better concentration. As the vehicles continue to pass her on the highway she
glances at them. All the mirrors are watched to be extra careful on the road. It‟s almost
dust. In her rearview mirror someone is driving with the headlights on bright.

For Emily it is irritating. She purposely drives slower so that the driver will be forced to
drive past her. Determination and persistence pays off and the driver disappears from
the rear view mirror. The vehicle is going to pass by her from the left. She glances at the
vehicle that slowly moves passed her. It‟s a large black vehicle with long tails lights. She
spots the car but doesn't give much attention to it. Still flowing in the same direction as
the other vehicles it suddenly hits her. The vehicle triggered a flash back memory in her
mind. The vehicle looks much the same if not identical to the stranger‟s vehicle of way
back then. By accelerating she advances past a few cars. She wants to catch up with
the large black vehicle. She catches sight of the vehicle on her left. It‟s the black huge
car. Emily drives faster to have a glimpse at the driver in the vehicle. To her amazement
the person has the same gangster type hat on that she remembered from long ago. Em
is shocked and appalled by what she is seeing. The driver of the huge black car didn't
look at Emily. In an instant the big car accelerates and switches lanes and then takes
the next off-ramp from the highway, Em wanted to follow the car but her reactions were
not quick enough to do so.

She arrives home and it is already dark. An hour has passed and the couple drives to
Em's favorite restaurant. They discuss work and life like regular married people would
while they eat.
Emily: “Mark I saw something weird on the highway today"
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